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On 1 September 2004, SCo pays a dividend of $4,400 to ACo and $6,600 to 
BCo. ACo incurs an expense of $2,000 on 1 October 2004 that relates to the 
dividends paid by SCo. No further credit or debit entries are made to ACo’s 
FDA. 

On 31 December, ACo and BCo both pay a dividend to TC. ACo pays a 
dividend of $12,000 and BCo pays one of $10,000. The FDA declaration 
percentage specified by ACo is 75%, while BCo specifies 60%.  

The FDA surplus of $5,000 is transferred to ACo by debiting BCo’s FDA for 
$5,000 at the balance time (that is, the time just before the joining time) and 
crediting ACo’s FDA for $5,000 at the joining time. At the joining time ACo is 
also able to aggregate the total foreign investment holding and operate a single 
FDA based on the group’s 18% foreign investment.  

The dividends received by ACo give rise to an FDA credit of $11,000 in ACo’s 
account on 1 September 2004. The $2,000 expense incurred by ACo in relation 
to the dividends received gives rise to an FDA debit in ACo’s account on 
1 October 2004. The balance in ACo’s FDA is $14,000.  

When ACo pays an unfranked dividend to TC on 31 December, the FDA 
surplus at the beginning of that day is $14,000. To pay TC unfranked dividends 
free from dividend withholding tax, ACo needs to ensure the FDA 
declarations do not exceed the FDA surplus available at the beginning of the 
day.  

The dividend payment of $12,000 with an FDA declaration percentage of 75% 
would have an FDA declaration amount of $9,000. The dividend payment of 
$10,000 with an FDA declaration of 60% would have an FDA declaration 
amount of $6,000. The sum of the declaration amounts is $15,000, which 
exceeds ACo’s FDA surplus of $14,000 at the beginning of the day.  

ACo needs to proportionally reduce the FDA declaration percentage for each 
FDA declaration made. The proportional reduction is achieved by applying the 
following formula (  subsection 717-525(3)): 

 
That FDA surplus FDA declaration percentage  

actually specified in the declaration X 
That sum 

 

The FDA declaration percentage that ACo is taken to have declared, and the 
corresponding FDA declaration amounts, are shown in table 1.  

Calculation 
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Table 1: Proportional reduction of declaration percentages and amounts 
 Spe

c. 
% 

x 
FDA 

surplus 
Sum 

= Reduced 
% x 

Dividen
d 

amount 
= Declaration 

amount 

          
$14,000 Dividend  

paid by 
ACo 

75% x 
$15,000 

= 70% x $12,000 = $8,400 

          
$14,000 Dividend  

paid by 
BCo 

60% x 
$15,000 

= 56% x $10,000 = $5,600 

          
Total         $14,000 

 

The FDA declarations made give rise to an FDA debit of $14,000 in ACo’s 
account on 31 December 2004. 

 

Income Tax Assessment Act 1997, Division 717 – as amended by New Business 
Tax System (Consolidation and Other Measures) Act 2003 (No. 16 of 2003) 

Explanatory Memorandum to the New Business Tax System (Consolidation 
and Other Measures) Bill (No. 2) 2002, Chapter 7 
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